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Watching the Cavalieri della Montagna

When the AJ editor suggested that I might like to set down my
recollections of the famous mountaineers I have met and the changes

I have witnessed in alpinism during 40 years of close association with Italian
climbing, I wondered at fIrst whether this would be of interest to British
readers. But it is true that I have lived a large part of my life on the mountains
and have always been in touch with people who had a part in mountaineer
ing history. So I liked the idea and shall try not to be too tedious.

I was born to a Milanese family and grew up as a real city animal. I have
always loved big, busy cities and think that if I could not live in splendid
alpine isolation, as we do, the only other place where I'd want to live would
be in a garret, even a tiny one, in the very centre of a big, big city.

The magnet that drew me, and settled my destiny to live all my adult life
on the hills, was the Grigna, a mountain above Lake Como, laced by beau
tiful crests and pinnacles. I could see it from my home in Milan and it was
the ground for my fIrst scrambles up rocks and screes. At that time I was a
teenager and did not realise that I moved in the heart of the mountaineer
ing world and that many people I used to cross on trails up or down the
mountain were, or were to become, famous climbers. But so it was.

The Grigna is the most accessible mountain from the lowlands of
Lombardy, at the very centre of northern Italy, and was therefore a nursery
for passionate would-be mountaineers from the whole region. Aldo
Bonacossa, Vitale Bramani and several other climbers who lived in Milan
spent many Sundays on the vertical spires of that small mountain before
venturing on to higher and more challenging peaks in the Alps.

In the 1920s and' 30s there was an extraordinary development of the
climbing activity in the area around the Grigna, especially in Lecco, a small
town in the throes of rapid industrial growth. Those years witnessed the
birth of mass mountaineering, a working-class revolution which spread
everywhere after the Second World War. Before that time, climbing was
almost exclusively the preserve of wealthy people from the cities; accom
panied by local guides.

The development of industry left more free time to the workers than
traditional peasant economy. Several worker clubs with recreational and
sporting aims were created, and many labourers also practised sports
individually. That was easy in a place like Lecco, with a lake for swimming
and mountains to climb practically on the doorstep. No wonder, therefore,
that Lecco produced so many strong climbers, who were called, after the
war, the Ragni, or Spiders.
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The best known was Riccardo Cassino His ascents of the north face of
the Cima Ovest di Lavaredo (1935), north-east face of Piz Badile (1937)
and the Walker Spur of the Grandes Jorasses (1938) earned him a fame
that obscured the names of several other Lecco aces who were his equal in
climbing skill. However, Cassin also possessed natural qualities of boldness
and endurance and was a born leader. It was this combination of qualities,
in addition to technical skill, that accounts for his impressive record of
achievement in a climbing career that lasted into old age. Without these
multiple gifts he would never have succeeded in his ascent of the south
ridge of McKinley in 1961.

The Grigna, however, was not the sole property of the Lombards. In the
early Thirties, the most famous Dolomites climber of those times, Emilio
Comici, came to Lecco with Mary Varale, a fine climber and a pioneer of
women mountaineering in Italy. Comici taught Cassin and his friends a
few techniques that he had developed on the vertical walls of the Dolomites.
Thanks to those advanced rope tricks and to his familiarity with the granite
and ice of Masino and Bergel - th"e logical next step after the Grigna 
Cassin acquired a confidence that made him unmatched.

At the time I started climbing, Cassin was to be seen frequently in the
Grigna area, and so were several climbers of his generation worthy of
mention, like his mates Gino Esposito and Vittorio Panzeri, and the
Milanese Nino Oppio, author of some very hard 'artificial' routes. Aid
climbing had developed in the Dolomites and was particularly popular in
those years. All the routes which could be climbed free with the means
then available had already been done, and the only way to win awesome
overhangs or smooth vertical rock was to use pitons, ladders and
complicated rope procedures. Cassin and other climbers working in the
Lecco iron industry made their own pitons and karabiners.

The first important aid climb in the western Alps was the east face of
Grand Capucin by WaIter Bonatti. He too had taken his first steps on the
Grigna and climbed there often. For his fine ascents he was chosen to join
the national expedition to K2 in 1954. He was the youngest and strongest
member but, sadly, in the course of the expedition, certain actions high on
the mountain led to unjust accusations that caused him a lifetime's
bitterness.

The following year, in a gesture of revenge, Bonatti soloed the first ascent
to the south-west pillar of the Petit Dru (the Bonatti Pillar), one of the
boldest ascents in the history of mountaineering. His deeds gained him
great popularity and he was particularly loved because of his unassuming
attitude and natural amiability. At Piani Resinelli, a tiny village on the
slopes of the Grigna, he often joined friends in a refuge, staying up till late
at night, and then disappearing to bivouac in some secret place before
starting a hard route at sunrise.



90. The spires of Grigna, above Lecco. (Mirella Tenderinz)

At that time Bonatti often climbed with Carlo Mauri from Lecco.
Together they accomplished some fine ascents in the Mont Blanc area and
in 1958 made the first ascent of Gasherbrum IV on an expedition led by
Riccardo Cassino They reached the summit by the hardest route above 7000
metres then climbed, and never repeated to this day. Later the same year,
Bonatti and Mauri went to Patagonia to attempt Cerro Torre. Cesare
Maestri, a strong Dolomite climber with a stunning record of first solo
ascents, was there at the same time with a Trento team and with the same
aim. Both expeditions failed.

Maestri went back to the Torre in 1959 with the Austrian Toni Egger, an
exceptionally skilled ice climber, who was killed by an avalanche on the
way down. Maestri claimed they had reached the top and nobody doubted
his word until Mauri advanced suspicions, igniting a controversy that is
still far from settled. Egger had spent some time in the Grigna area, climbing
with friends from Lecco, astonishing them with a skill they regarded as
absolutely ahead of the times. In 1970 Maestri made a winter ascent of the
south-west ridge of Cerro Torre with the aid of a cumbersome compressor.
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He ran out of food 3S0m short of the summit and went back once again in
the summer to finish the job.

It was on a tower of the Grigna that I first saw two women climb together.
At that time this was something really unusual. I remember a little crowd
gathering at the foot of Nibbio, heads peering up, while the pair ascended a
Cassin route! The two girls were Silvia Metzeltin and Maria Antonia (Tona)
Sironi. A few years later, Tona married Kurt Diemberger, while Silvia
married Gino Buscaini, forming a most admirable life-long climbing
partnership.

There were a lot of strong climbers at Piani Resinelli at that time. Gigi
Alippi and Annibale Zucchi, who were later to climb McKinley with Cassin,
accomplished some fine first ascents and first winter ascents with Romano
Merendi and Luciano Tenderini, who were the first Milanese to become
mountain guides.

I married Luciano, and we settled in a refuge hut in Switzerland. The
city-born couple had made their dream of a life in the mountains come
true. We spent 13 years wardening huts in different places in the Alps, from
Tessin to the Simplon area. It was a hard life, with long periods of isolation
during winter, exhausting work during the summer, much strain, no
comforts, little money, and completely apart from the rest of the world.
But it was wonderful.

During those years I only had news about the outside world from the
visitors to the hut. I learnt that the mountaineering scene was changing,
slowly but substantially. The era of aid ascents was fading and even the
rush to first winter ascents was slowing down. One after another, the highest
mountains in the world were being climbed. In the Mont Blanc area, British
and American mountaineers - utter foreigners! - had accomplished
incredible ascents.

Bonatti had bid farewell to dedicated climbing with a spectacular first
ascent of the north face of the Matterhorn, solo and in winter. Now he had
been hired as a reporter by the weekly magazine Epoca and travelled all
over the world, filing his photo-reportages from the remotest and wildest
places. Bonatti had been the first mountaineer to gain fame outside the
restricted world of mountain lovers. With his articles from the Yukon to
the African jungle, he became a national star. He is still the most popular
climber in Italy, known by everybody, even by people who do not care a bit
for mountains and mountaineers.

Cassin had led a successful expedition to Jirishanca and an ambitious
attempt on the south face of Lhotse. Mauri had gone back to Patagonia
with younger climbers from Lecco for another failed attempt on Cerro Torre.
Finally, in 1974, the Ragni were successful on the Torre's west face under
the leadership of Casimiro Ferrari. In the meantime new stars were rising
in the Italian mountaineering firmament: Alessandro Gogna, Renato
Casarotto, Reinhold Messner.
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91. Carefree young wardens at the Pairolo hut: Luciano and Mirella Tenderini.
(Tenderini collection)
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When we decided to leave the hut-wardening life, we settled at Piani
Resinelli, a convenient place for Luciano to work as a guide with his clients
and courses, and a beautiful place for me who did not mind commuting
every day to Milan where I went to work in publishing. It was very exciting
to be back in town and yet to be able to sup and sleep each night at 1100
metres on the mountainside high above Lecco.

Eventually I started to write for mountain magazines - a way for me to
stay in close touch with a world to which I felt I belonged. Paradoxically,
Luciano and I had more opportunity to climb together than we ever had
when we lived on the heights. We even visited distant mountains. As I also
travelled a lot for my main work, I got to know climbers from all over the
world and to appreciate better the further evolution and specialisations
within mountaineering.

One of the most unexpected things for me was the discovery of rock
climbing for its own sake, without necessarily reaching a more or less pointed
summit. Hundreds of climbers of my generation -let alone the older ones
- had walked for year after year below the stunning granite faces of Val di
Mello to reach the peaks in Val Masino, without ever thinking of establishing
routes on them. The practice of crag climbing spread very quickly all over
Italy, in fact all over continental Europe. Here it was something of a novelty,
though it had been the norm in Britain for decades. Soon in its wake came
the use of bolts and the introduction of competition climbing.

Certainly Cassin and Bonatti had a newer, less trampled, world at their
disposal than contemporary climbers who, lacking higher or more pres
tigious summits, have turned to records: to do something more difficult, to
do it faster, the fourteen 8000ers, the seven summits, and so on. These are
all admirable achievements in their way, but they lack the inspiring drive of
the search for 'that untravelled world, whose margin fades / for ever and
for ever ... '

However, new hard and beautiful routes established by fair means on the
peaks of the Himalaya, of Patagonia and of other regions of the world show
that the margins for adventure are still there, fading on, for ever and for
ever. The quest is not over. I know a couple of fine mountaineers who have
climbed dozens of unknown and unnamed peaks in a remote part of the
world. They have never publicised or announced their ascents, and that
has been going on for several years. They have just built a cairn on each
summit. When in the future other climbers reach one of those summits,
they can either report that they reached the top and found a cairn, or just
kick away the cairn and claim the first ascent for themselves. But there is
another solution: they can leave the cairn where it is, and say nothing. The
gods will smile on them.
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